
Personification Poems

“Kindness”
 

Kindness is a 13 year old
She is also wears a pink top and a light pink skirt

Kindness is really scared of 
all the bully’s in the world

Her favorite thing to eat is cake with everything pink.
Her favorite thing to do is be kind to people

And go to a really lovely place.
Kindness lives in a really lovely house

 that is really pink.
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“Rude”
 

Rude doesn’t like friends or family
Rude says “Shut Up!” to his mother.

Rude is 14 years old and he wears a 
plaid jacket and ripped jeans

He has an angry face and a pig nose
He flies with invisible wings to the sound 

of an electric guitar
Rude sounds like the troll under the bridge

Rude smells like a dumpster
Rude east jalapenos every night

 He even brushes his teeth with them!
Naked mole rats scare him

Rude lives underground in peoples’ souls
He listens to Bad Bunny in a secret room.

Rude makes you clean the floor with your shirt
 And he doesn’t even pay you!
When Rude walks in the room,

Everyone,
 Obeys!
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https://youtu.be/k-zj_DB6AN0


 “Toxic”
 

Is a 12-year-old pre-teen.
They have short brown curly hair that they fix all the time.

They stomp everywhere they go.
Toxic makes everyone jealous with their blue eyes.

They eat king cobras and savor them slowly.
They even drink their poison!

Toxic speaks with a deep, raspy voice.
Toxic wears all-black clothes with acid-green eye shadow.

They use spoiled milk as their cologne.
They are afraid of determined people who 

are as deep as the ocean.
They make you angry when they talk behind your back.

Toxic wishes they had somebody at 
home who loved them.
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